LANDSCAPE SOLUTIONS

NSW | RETAINING WALL

AUS T R AL I A'S LE ADI NG
MAS ON RY MA N UFACT U RE R
From making better use of sloped land, to simple garden
edging, Adbri Masonry has a retaining wall for every
application. This selection guide contains information,
helpful hints and insights which will help you with your
NEXT RETAINING WALL PROJECT
2ETAINING WALLS ARE A KEY ELEMENT TO ANY OUTDOOR AREA HELPING
set the tone of space through bold feature walls, or even by
simply framing garden areas. Working seamlessly with Adbri
Masonry’s brilliant paving solutions, our range of retaining
walls are as practical as they are architecturally inspiring.
Whether it is making better use of precious space or crafting
new areas for planting your green creations, Adbri Masonry
will have the perfect retaining wall solution for your
NEXT PROJECT

J ASON HO DGES
L AND S CAPIN G EX PE RT
*ASON (ODGES IS !DBRIS $)9 LANDSCAPING EXPERT *ASON HAS
OVER  YEARS EXPERIENCE AS A LANDSCAPER AND MORE RECENTLY
an international award winning landscape designer.
Learn from Jason and look out for his hints and tips
to help you get the most from your outdoor space.

Jason Hodges | Landscaping Expert

Create depth and character
in your garden

GARDEN WALL

Get more out of
your outdoor space

VEGETABLE PATCH

For the full range of my hints, tips and DIY videos scan the
12 CODE OR VISIT US AT adbrimasonry.com.au/diy

®

Versawall

Versawall® | Oatmeal

The Versawall® SYSTEM IS A UNIQUE
interlocking vertical product perfect for
reclaiming sloping land and constructing
raised garden beds.
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AVAILABLE SIZES

200mm

Versawall® Standard Unit
12.5 units per m2

200mm

Versawall® Corner Unit
250mm
60mm

300mm

Versawall® Cap
3.3 units per l/m

Versawall® | Charcoal

Maximum non reinforced height 800mm+Cap (4 courses)
or up to 1400mm with no fines concrete

For more inspirational imagery
scan the QR code or visit
adbrimasonry.com.au
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Whilst these swatches provide
a good indication of the
products colour, you should
always sight product samples
before use. Due to natural
variations in aggregates,
colours may vary.
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